Fiscal Year 2012 Giving Highlights

As Olin’s first decade comes to an end, we reflect on all that makes Olin special. We thank every member of the Olin community whose financial and volunteer support enabled Olin to finish Decade One filled with rapid and continual educational innovation as well as record-breaking fundraising results. Highlights from FY2011-12 include the following:

Record High Donation Levels Raising over $1.7M:

- Gifts totaled $1,745,000 – representing a 30% increase in dollars over FY11.
- Alumni donations have increased in dollars by 50% since FY11.

Continued Outstanding Levels of Olin Alumni and Parent Participation:

- 78% of Alumni made a FY12 gift – last year this was the highest alumni participation rate* in the country.
- Current Parents, whose children are members of the Classes of 2012-2015, reached an extraordinary level of participation at 69%.
- Alumni Parents, whose children are members of the Classes of 2006-2011, achieved 49% participation
- Olin’s combined parent participation rate of 57% is the highest among all higher education institutions*.

*FY11 Voluntary Support of Education data collected by Council for Aid to Education
Increased Scholarship Support Makes Olin Possible!

- Financial commitments to Olin’s need-based and merit scholarships continue to have a tremendous impact on our students. Most importantly, this support gives them one less worry when choosing a college.
- During the last fiscal year, Olin
  - awarded 35 need-based and merit scholarships;
  - raised $115,000 in new multi-year pledges to support scholarships; and
  - created 5 new donor-funded named scholarships including the first scholarship through our new Corporate Partnerships Program.

Impact through Innovative Initiatives:

Philanthropic gifts provided critical support for many important initiatives, including:

- **The Innovation Funding Program**, which enables faculty to continuously improve the Olin curriculum as well as support Olin’s broader goal to catalyze change in engineering education. In 2012, high priority was given to the development of team-taught courses that bridge disciplines -- for example, science and the arts -- and projects to improve integration among existing courses. Nine projects were funded involving 15 faculty and a large number of students, including a new course on the physics of music and a course integrating history and environmental science, co-taught by Olin and Wellesley faculty. Funding was provided to continue the implementation of Olin’s writing-across-the-curriculum initiative and a new math sequence: Linearity I and II. New content and assessment tools were also developed for SCOPE.

- **Initiative for Innovation in Engineering Education (I2E2)** programs are facilitating faculty exchange opportunities and other collaborative co-design projects to help foster curricular change at other colleges and universities. This year, Olin continued its partnership with the microprocessor company AMD, which featured Olin in its new educational initiative, *NextGen Engineer*.
  

Marjorie Milas Library Fund Gives Students Access to the Best Books:

- **The Marjorie Milas Library Fund** has been used to acquire some of the best design and visualization books of 2012, as well as new sustainable material samples. The books are highlighted within Olin’s Digital Repository ([http://digitalcommons.olin.edu/mm_fund/](http://digitalcommons.olin.edu/mm_fund/)). The samples are photographed, added to an online database, and then displayed in the lower level of the library. Design is central to the Olin curriculum, and these materials are used for both project work and for inspiration. Future additions of innovative materials around design and the arts as well as the social sciences and pedagogy will continue to strengthen the library’s collections and its support of the campus curriculum.

“Generous people like you make Olin possible! Thank you for the scholarship. Without the scholarship I would not have come to Olin. It turned out to be the best decision I have ever made.”

“Once again, thank you so much for generously donating to Olin; it really does make a difference in the lives of students.”

~Anonymous Scholarship Recipients
Competitive Foundation Grants Received Totaling $1.6M+:

Olin received significant competitive grants surpassing $1.6M in fiscal year 2012 from the Henry Luce Foundation, the Argosy Foundation, the George Link Jr. Foundation, and the Davis Educational Foundation.

- **Argosy Faculty Exchange**: The Argosy Foundation, established by Boston Scientific's founder, John Abele, has made a $1.3M grant to help Olin create partnerships with other engineering schools committed to educational change. Through this faculty exchange program, faculty from partner schools will pursue year-long residencies at Olin, providing them with the time, space and support for planning transformative activities at their home campuses.

- **Clare Boothe Luce Research Scholars Program**: Olin was awarded a competitive grant from the Henry Luce Foundation to launch the Clare Boothe Luce Research Scholars program. This three-year program will support year-long research experiences at Olin for up to 24 women in engineering and the physical sciences. Clare Boothe Luce (1903-1987) enjoyed a long and varied career as a journalist, playwright, congresswoman, ambassador, and presidential advisor. She established this program to encourage women to enter, study, graduate and teach in fields where they continue to be extremely underrepresented: the sciences and engineering. The single largest private source of funding for women in science and engineering, the Clare Boothe Luce Program has thus far recognized and supported more than 1,550 women at every level of higher education.

Alumni Class Gifts Surpassed $67,000:

Increased alumni donations made a dramatic impact on campus life through gifts totaling over $67,000 to the Summer Book Program, Green Initiatives, Sports and Recreation, Stock Room, Passionate Pursuits, and Project-based Curriculum funds.

- **Updates on Progress from Two of Our Alumni Class Gifts**:
  In FY12 the Class of 2006 more than doubled their donations to their class gift, the Summer Book Program. As they celebrated their five-year reunion, they voted to continue supporting this program until it is fully funded by their ten-year reunion. Janet Tsai ’06 joined the Summer Book Program Advisory Committee this fiscal year.

  Before graduating, the Class of 2012 established a fund to endow and support a collection of tools to be "checked out" and used at Olin College. It is their wish that the gift fund and the future endowment support expansion of the Tools Collection initiative by providing funds to purchase community tools which Olin students could access and use at any time for class or personal projects. While virtually half of the class made a pledge upon graduation, nearly half of those were designated to their class gift. Additional class gift updates can be found on the Alumni Giving site of Olin’s webpage (www.olin.edu).

All of these FY12 results illustrate the tremendous support of the Olin community for the College’s mission and ongoing activities. **Thank you** for making an impact on Olin’s continued success!
DONOR RECOGNITION
Gifts received from July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012

Individuals and Family Foundations

Lifetime President’s Circle:
Recognizes donors who we have received a minimum of $1,000,000 since Olin College was founded.

Anonymous

President’s Circle:
President’s Circle recognizes generosity at the following annual giving levels starting at $10,000:

Visionary ($100,000+)
John Abele (President’s Council)
Sunlin (Trustee) and Priscilla Chou
George (President’s Council) and Daphne Hatsopoulos

Innovator ($50,000 - $99,999)
Scott (Trustee Emeritus) and Pamela Gibson
Eileen Shapiro (President’s Council) and Reuben Eaves

Entrepreneur ($25,000 - $49,999)
Howard Stevenson (Trustee) and Fredericka Stevenson
Ken Stokes (Trustee & P’12) and Dana Simpson-Stokes P’12

Investor ($10,000 - $24,999)
Ned and Carol Backus P’10
Tullio Cedraschi (Trustee)
Kevin and Marlene Getzendanner P’10
Carla (Trustee) and Julius Gude
Ramesh and Jana Iyer P’12
Jerry Kendall and Jan Phillips P’09
David (President’s Council) and Carol Lintz P’11, P’15
Hugh and Cristina Mahon P’15
William Norden (Trustee) and Marianne Goodman
Douglas (Trustee) and Mikele Rauch
Chris and Patrice Sobecki P’13
Solomon Tsai and Karen Lu P’16
Richard K. (President and Trustee) and Beth Miller
Susan (Fredholm) Murphy ’06 (Trustee) and Chris Murphy ’06 (Olin College)
Cherry Murray (President’s Council)
Paul and Janet Riccobono P’10
Nicole Maria Stata (President’s Council)
Dan and Kathy Tappan P’11, P’15
Andrew and Carol Thomson P’12
Ronald (President’s Council) and Vicki Weiner

Phoenix Society:
Phoenix Society membership recognizes generosity at annual giving levels between $1,500 and $9,999.

1997 Society ($5,000 - $9,999)
Anonymous
Elizabeth (Trustee) and Tom Armstrong
George (Trustee) and Hillary Berbeco
Marshall N. Carter (President’s Council)
Tommy Cecil ‘06
Michael and Jennifer Coleman P’15
Harry and Maxine Crowther P’09
James Curvey (President’s Council)
Tamara Petrosian Davis (Trustee)
Greg and Linda Fahrenbach P’10
Steve (Olin College) and Kathryn Hannabury
Dave and Lisa Hill P’07
Lois Juliber (President’s Council)
Douglas (Trustee) and Suzanne Kahn
Rajeev and Sheila Krishnan P’13
Charles Lax (President’s Council)
John and Ruth McCormack P’07
Tom and Jessica McCraw P’06
Lawrence W. Milas (Founding Trustee and Founding Chair)

Oval Society ($2,500 - $4,999)
Anonymous
Chris and Bev Atkinson P’12
Benjamin Bloom ’06
Sara (Schwalbenberg) Bloom ’06
Wayne and Suzanne Crawford P’09
Dominic and Naoe Gallello P’12
George and Wilma Charitable Foundation
Phil and Naomi Getto P’12, P’15
Linley Gwennap and Myu Campbell P’15
Joseph Ramsey Kelly
Jon and Beth Leonard
Louis Liu and Joy Bai P’12
Scott and Debbie Mattison P’12
John Murphy and Kathy Brosnan P’09, P’12
Douglas and Janice Nafis P’13
Charlie Nolan (Olin College)
Steve Patterson and Bambi Cask P’15
Elizabeth. P. Powell (President’s Council)
Bill Schults and Betsy Maislen P’11
Carl and Sheila Seger P’13
Ian and Salome Thompson P’11
Fred and Ann Wolpert P’10
Lilian Wu (President’s Council) and Ralph Gomory
Lipin Zeng and Karin Huang P’15
Advocate ($1,500 - $2,499)
Anonymous
Anonymous P'15
Charles Bassford and Yen Pham-Bassford P'15
Andrew Bouchard '07
Craig and Terry Butcher P'09
Mark and Diane Butler P'15
Rod Crafts (Olin College)
Marc Culler and Bonnie Saunders P'12
JP and Andrea Dunn P'13
Rob and Bridget Edmonds P'11
Joe and Theresa Eyre P'15
Sherry and Mitchell Fogel P'15
Nancy Fredholm P'06
Mario Gonzalez and Pat Rivero De Gonzalez P'15
Richard and Nanci Gulbrandsen P'09
Simon Helmore '07
Philip and Susan Homans P'15
Grant Hutchins '06
Maurice and Shizue Itsuno P'08
Barry and Colleen Jones P'13
Paul and Kelly Kautz P'13
Madhav Kejriwal and Aparna Kejriwal P'12
David Koller and Lynn Borton P'13
Joanne Kossuth (Olin College)
J. Thomas (Olin College) and Beth Krimmel
Ken and Mei Lai P'11
Lucky Seven Foundation
RJ and Mary Mathew P'13, P'15
Erin McCusker '06 and Jeff Satwicz '06
Mitch McKay P'13
Eric and Patricia Meyer P'12
John Miller and Debbie Van Schaack P'11
Hans Ou and Joanna Dai P'11
Naimish (President's Council) and Rebecca Patel
Michael Pleiss and Christine Brotherton-Pleiss P'13
Long Pong and Fang He P'13
Pat Rivero De Gonzalez and Mario Gonzalez P'15

Jeff and Julie Rucker P'12
Les and Adrienne Ruthven P'15
Paul and Nancy Satwicz P'06
Ralph Sheridan (President's Council) and Anne Steer
Wen and Meiling Shih P'07
Ralph (President's Council) and Charlotte Sorenson
Kevin Taylor and Ruth Meneses-Taylor P'14
Bob Whitcombe and Julie Leong P'13
Stephen and Mei Yu P'10
William Zwiebel and Margy Batson P'12

$1 - $1,499
Anonymous
Eric and Erin Aasted P'08
Matt Aasted '08
H.K. and Janet Acord
Kelcy Adamec '09
Sandy Adkins P'15
Ashok and Veena Aletty P'14
Sarah Allen '10
Edward and Jennifer Alvarado P'12
Manny Amaral (Olin College)
David and Martha Anderson P'08
Soraya Andrade-Winters (Olin College)
Keith Andree and Lynne Levesque-Andree P'12
Stan Antol '11
Rod and Cathy Arakaki P'14
Joles Arnold '06
Jeffrey Atkinson '12
Dawn Austin P'15
Spencer Backus '10
Peter and Erin Badala P'07
Luca and Wendi Balestra P'10, P'12
Martina Balestra '10
Ashley Banks '10
Jared Barrow '10
Helen Bathgate
Jim Bathgate P'12
James Bauer '11

Mona and Rodger Bawgus P'15
Eric and Kerry Becht P'13
Ron Behling and Fina Raccuia-Behling P'14
Miguel Bejar and Lucia Martinez-Bejar P'12
Becky Belisle '10
Kris Belland and Pamela Durham-Belland P'13
Carl and Barbara Bender P'15
Olver and Nancy Bernal P'07
David Boy '07 and Juliana Bernal Ostos '07 (Olin College)
John Bethune and Cheryl Spector P'13
Michael Biesanz and Jodi Walder-Biesanz P'13
Rob Biniaz and Lucy Hood P'13
Maia Bittner '11
Neal Bittner P'11
Katerina Blazek '06
Tom and Hana Blazek P'06
Ritch and Rochelle Bloom P'06
Erika Boehn '10
Morgan Boes '10
Sarah Boman '07
Steve and Wendy Boortz P'15
Mark and Celeste Borchardt P'08
Zachary Borden '08
Kim Bottomly (President's Council)
Laurie Bouchard P'07
Michael Boutelle '09
David Bovet
Annie Bowby '11
Lee and Valynn Boy P'07, P'15
Rick and Eileen Bresman P'13
Kevin Bretney '09
Zach Brock '07
Joe and Tracey Brookshier P'14
Matt Brouillard '07
John Buchenak and Jane Hogan P'14
Charles and Era Buck P'09
Julia Buck '09
Holly Bullock
Mark Burger P'14
Michael and Linda Burke
Edward Byun '11
Luis Diego Cabezas '06
Sean Calvo '09
Casey Canfield '10
Kip and Caryn Canfield P'10
Paul and Barbara Carmedelle P'13
Kristina Cary '08
Jonathan Cass '08
Aline Cavalcanti P'09
Keo Cavalcanti P'09
Charles and Susan Cave P'06
Etosha Cave '06
Clemens and Gudrun Ceipek P'14
Bennett Chabot '09
Daniel and Corinne Chabot P'09
Michael and Bo-Yung Chae P'15
Herbert Chang '09
Glen and Malinda Chapman P'14
Robert and Melodie Charles P'09
Raphael Cherney '11
Ellen Chisa '10
George Chisa and Lizabeth Barclay P'10
Clara Cho '06
Philip Chung '11
Pong and Jane Chung P'11
Warren and Rebecca Clark P'07
Mary Clayton P'06
Will Clayton '06
Amanda (Blackwood) Clement '06
Daniel Cody '09
Thornton and Ruth Cody P'09
Adam College '07
Dennis and Lori College P'07
Melissa Collier P'08
Joan Colwell
Matt Colyer '07
Steven and Sue Colyer P'07
Bob and Linda Condon P'13
Ginneh Cornelius '08
Matt Crawford '09
Michael Crayton '06
Wayne Crayton and Marian Lilley P'06
Molly Crowther '09
Kate Cummings '06
Leigh and Sandy Cummings P'06
Keith and Bert Curtis P'12
Michael Curtis '06
Diana Dabby (Olin College)
Cheryl (Inouye) Danner '06
Pam Darviris '10
Donald Davis P'15
Alan and Judi DeCew P'08
Jeff DeCew '08
Michael and Gail del Rosario P'14, P'16
Chris Dellin '08
Phil Dellin and Danielle Bellavance P'08
Jeff Dezso '07
Donald and Sun Dieker P'07
Boris Dieseldorff '09
Velin Dimitrov '11
Phil Dirkse '11
Khadung and Duydat Do P'14
Madge Dodson '07
Brendan Dom's '07
Jessica '09 and Matt Donahoe '08
Steve and Paula Donahoe P'08
Ben Donaldson '06
Fred and Linda Donaldson P'06
Tim and Susan Donlon P'14
Nancy Doremus '08
Kristen Dorsey '07
Alex Dorsky '07
Dani Dougherty '11
Allan and Patty Doyle P'07, P'15
Chris Doyle '07
Eamon Doyle '09
John and Mary Doyle P'09
Risa Dubin and Joe Heaney P'07
Michael Ducker '09
Thomas and Suzanne Ducker P'09
Robert Duncan and Elizabeth Allison P'15
Natividad Dupaya P'06
Bob and Diane Dvorak P'10
William Dvorak '10
Amy Dyer '10
Wayne and Joan Dyer P'10
Bernd Dziallas and Cornelia Krock-Dziallas P'14
Samuel and Robin Edelston P'15
Tess Edmonds '11
Lee Edwards '07
Mike Eghtebas P'15
Julie Elkan '15
Jay Ellwanger and Melanie Durland P'08
Jim and Michelle Elsenbeck P'11
Megan Elsenbeck '11
Sue and Ira Emanuel P'13
Leah Engelbert-Fenton '10
Michael and Kathy Engelbert-Fenton P'10
Eric Erzinger '10
Kim Erzinger P'10
John and Linda Farison P'13
Jake Felser '11
Larry Felser and Martha Goelzer P'11
Jesus Fernandez '06
Laura Elizabeth Firstenberg '11
Mark and Elizabeth Firstenberg P'08, P'11
Ben Fisher '10
Mark and Lorrie Fisher P'10
Bill and Chris Fitzpatrick P'14
Paul and Irene Fong P'15
Daniel Foran '07
Jack and Regina Foran P'07
Mike Foss '06
Conor Frackleton '08
Stephen Frackleton P'08
Sam Freilich '08
Jared Frey '08
Matthew Fried and Millie Waldman P'15
Marjorie Friedlander
Joe Funke '10
Thomas and Barbara Funke P'10
Geoffrey and Lisa Furnish P'14
Anita Gallagher P'15
Dan Gallagher '07
Owen Gallagher and Karen Deiber-Gallagher P'07
Eric Gallimore '07
Bruce and Mary Gantz P'06
Jay Gantz '06
Amy Gao '10
Johnway and Tracy Gao P'10
David Gardner '11
Lloyd Gardner P'11
Dylan '06 and Kate Garrett '06
Winn and Sue Gaynor P'13
David Gebhart '09
Leslie Gerhat '10
Jaime and Ann Marie (Rynning) Getchius '06
Eileen Ginty P'07
Dean Giolando and Kristin Kirschbaum P'14
Lauren Glanville '09
Mark and Barbara Glanville P'09
William (Trustee Emeritus) and Cecily Glavin
Jeffrey Dubin Glickman '07
Jef Gluckstein '09
Margaret Goddard P'15
Alfred and Candee Gonzalez P'10
Kira Gonzalez '10
Maury and Sharon Goodman P'06
Jay Gorasia '11
Lindsay Gordon '07
Jacob Graham '06
John and Jennifer Graham P'06
Domenico (President's Council) and Susan Grasso
Caitlin Greeley '09
Bob and Mary Greeley P'09
Gabriel and Kathleen Greeley P'09, P'11
Barry Greenberg and Zoe Friedlander P'13
Sherwin (Trustee) and Vivian Greenblatt
Dan Grieneisen '11
Steven and Dori Grimshaw P'15
Kenneth and Jennifer Grossman P'13
Zhiyong Guan and Chunhui Hu P'14
James and Cathy Guertin P'14
Stephani Gulbransen '09
Kenneth and Jane Gutcher P'12
Luis Gutierrez '10
Ollie Haas '11
Patricia Hafford P'07
Jim Hallock and Lauren Kahn P'15
Tim Hanna '07
Edith Harari P'15
John Harley '11
John and Terry Harley P'11
George Harris '10
Ryan Harris '11
Becky (Scholl) Hayden '08
Ben Hayden '08
Nick Hays '08
Jon and Reija Helmick P'14
Seth Heltsley '06
William and Denys Herrmann P'09
John Higgins '11
Scott and Brenda Higgins P'12
Ben Hill '07
David and Linda Hill P'06
Matt Hill '06
Michael Hill and Debra Mumm-Hill P'13
Steve and Jana Hill P'13
Nick Hobbs '11
Tom Hobbs P'11
Joe Holter '09
Joseph and Theresa Holler P'09
Andrew Hollett '07
Donald and Lisa Holzgrafe P'15
Clive and Julie Hooton P'14
Arthur and Gayle Hori P'06
Nicole Hori '06
Mary Horsey P'15
Adam Horton '06
Mandy Horton Walker P'07
Victoria Hsiao '10
Shao and Biying Huang P'13
Ryan Hubbard '08
Chuck and Carolyn Hughes P'14
Douglas (President's Council) and Joanne Hunt
Joe Hunter (Olin College) and Esther Schlorholtz
Ruth Hunter '08
Eric Hwang '10
Jeff Hwang '11
Johnny and Wendy Hwang P'10, P'14
Jordan and Fern Ige P'06
Leighton Ige '06
Carl Inman and Pauline Arredondo P'10
Jon Inman '10
Susan Inouye P'06
Jo Itescu '07
Anne Itsuno '08
David and Terry Izrailevitz P'11
Jacob Izrailevitz '11
Emily Jacobs P'06
Stephen Jaffe and Gail Myers Jaffe P'12
George Jemmott '07
Paul (Trustee) and Missy Jennings
Keith and Carla Jenoff P'09
Leif Jenoff '09
Susan Johanson (Olin College) and Marshall Hunter
Wayne Johnson (President's Council) and Melissa Brokalakis
Philip Joyce and Rita Hilton P'15
Andy Kalcic '08
Brian and Lynn Kalcic P'08
Margaret (McMahon) Kalcic '08
Nitin Kapania '11
Ana Karimi '09
Hamid and Mary Karimi P'09
Tony Karis and Gail Delano
Anita Karst P'07, P'13
Mike and Belinda Karst P'07, P'13
Katie Kavett '09
Jen Keene '10
Michael Keene and Mary Jane Pennington P'10
Christine Kelly (Olin College)
Joe Kendall '09
Erik Kennedy '10
Patrick Kennedy P'11
Adam Kenvarg '11
David and Sherra Kerns (Olin College)
Keith and Laura Kessler P'15
Kat Kim '07
Rhan Kim '12
Kathy King '06
Ralph and Karen King P'06
Barry and Heidi Kirschner P'13
Dan Kiser and Marcia Woodfill P'10
Jillian Kiser '10
Jim and Carole Kitchell P'14
Bob and Chris Kochem P'06
Tom Kochem '06
Yanghee Koh P'13
Neil Korpusik and Margaret Barrett P'13
Eugene Kozlenko '08
Zach Kratzer '10
James Krejcarek '06
Lindsay (Redmond) Krejcarek '08
Alan and Robin Krumholz P'06
Steve Krumholz '06
Andrea Lai '11
Michael and Amy Lam P'11
Bruce and MaryAnne Lamar P'12
Tom Lamar '12
Carl and Leslie Landey P'13
Clifford and Myra Lau P'14
Charleen Laughlin '07
Carisa Leal '11
Sarah Leavitt '06
Amy Lee '08
Bryce Lee '10
Christie Lee '07
Craig and Penni Lee P'10
Kevin Lee and Wendy Pan P'15
Matt Lee and Susan Smith P'10
Nicole Lee '10
Sang-Sub Lee and Angie Chon-Lee P'15
Victor and Amy Lee P'07
Vivian Lee '09
Hector Lefbad '09
Terry LeMoncheck and Weston DeWalt P'08
Karen Levi '08
Alyssa Levitz '11
Gary and Randi Levitz P'11
Quan-Zhen Li and Mei Yan P'13
Yiyang Li '11
Dan Lin '07
Jessie Lin '09
Dan Lindquist '06
Roy and Diane Lindquist P'06
Mikey Lintz '11
Chandra Little '07
Robert Little and Zena Taylor P'07, P'14
Ashley Lloyd '12
Stephen and Charlotte Longfield P'09
Jianyu Ma and Yun Chu P'10
Chester Macklin '10
Dee Magnoni (Olin College)
Jonathan and Carol Mamula P'15
Mariann and Vincent Manno (Olin College)
Deb Manzelli (Olin College)
Ike Mao '10
Bill and Lisa Mark P'14
Chris Marra '12
Greg Marra '10
Ray and Pam Marra P'10, P'12
Sam and Sheila Martelaro P'12
Robin Maslowski '07
Sean McBride '07
Kevin and Shelley McBride P'07
Jay and Lesley McCandless P'12
Laura McClure '14
Scott McClure '09
Carmella McCormack '07
Kim McCraw '06
Mike McKinney and Brenda Frankenfeld P'14
Claire McLeod '11
Rick and Anna McLeod P'11
William McMullen and Mary Ann Bernat P'13
Scott and Caroline Meeks P'14
Robert and Beth Mehall P'14
Leah Mendelson '11
Mark and Teresa Mendelson P'11
Romulo and Agnes Mendoza P'15
Joyce Michaelidis P'07
Yrinee Michaelidis '07
Ted and Susan Michon P'09
Dominique Miller P'15
Jacob Miller '11
Katie Miller '10
Timothy and Barbara Miller P'10
Yelena Miroshnikova P'09
Cathy Monahan P'14
Michael and Lanelle Monje P'12
Nick Monje '12
Jeff Moore '10
Sara Moorman
Marco Morales '11
Frank and Mary Morgan P'09
Linda Morse P'15
Peter and Bev Munsing P'08
Gary and Beth Munson P'06, P'09
Sean Munson '06
Wayne and Phyllis Muraoka P'14
Duncan and Mary Murdoch
Catherine E. Murphie Hall '07
Barbara Murphy P'06
Mike Murphy '12
Dennis and Denise Murray P'12
Jessi Murray '10
Heena Mutha '10
Peter Muturi Nduugu and Irene Muturi P'15
Rachel Nancollas '11
Tina Nancollas P'11
Lia Napolitano
Wayne and Suzanne Nayback P'14
Charles and Leni Nazare P'14
Johnson Nee P'15
David Nelson '09
Zachary Newell '10
Christina Nguyen '11
Que Anh Nguyen '06
David and Karen Nissman P'09
Lilly (Cho) Nix '07
Rob Nix '07
William and Violet Nix P'07
Melissa Norden
Brenda Nordlund P'12
Steve and Lee Anne Northway P'15
Curtis and Virginia Offenbacher P'12
Dean and Mary Oliver P'06
Sarah Oliver '06
Keerthik Omanakuttan '11
David and Dorothy O'Toole P'08
John and Jane O'Toole P'15
Kerin O'Toole '08
Shannon (Olin College) and Andy Paleologos
Rich and Christine Pandolfo P'13
Daniel and June Park P'14
Bruce Paton and Marie Bernard P'14
Richard and Barbara Paulson P'11
Nick Payton '11
Mark Penner '07
Dale and Ntombi Penner P'07
Charith and Chinta Perera P'14
Carole Perrin (Olin College)
Barbara Perry P'15
Thomas Perry P'15
Katie Peters '08
Andy Pethan '11
Sally (Olin College) and Richard Phelps
Viktoria Pikler P'12
Tim and Denise Poindexter P'13
Ron and Iyvonne Poon P'12
Christina Powell '11
Brad Powers '10
Saki Pradhan '09
Amanda Pratt '10
Gary and Vicki Pratt P'10, P'12
Andrew Price '09
Rex and Kathy Price P'09
Ashley Priddy
Jim Provo P'08
Ron and Jean Pudlo P'15
Rob Quimby '07
John and Natalie Radford P'15
Raghu Rangan '10
Krissy Raposa (Olin College)
George Raymond and Lyn West-Raymond P'13
Scott and Jan Redfern P'15
Timothy and Patty Redmond P'08
Jonathan Reed '11
William and Karen Reed P'11
Dan Rice '07
Arthur and Hannah Rice P'07
Bret Richmond '06
Kristen Richter '08
Connor Riley '08
Curt Ritter and Cory Amron P'15
Malcolm and Jane Ritter P'10
Matthew Ritter '10
Kathryn Rivard '06
Richard and Marijke Robbins
George and Lois Rockwell
Mike Roenbeck '10
Richard and Elizabeth Roenbeck P'10
Don and Beth Rose P'13
John Rosenwinkel '11
John and Jane Rosenwinkel P'12
Joe Roskowski '08
Dave and Crissie Rowley P'14
Matt Roy '09
Vito Ruiz '08
Tom Ryan and Linda Gorham Ryan
Lisa Rynning P'06
Ben Salinas '10
Felipe and Catherine Salinas P'10
Sally Sanders P'06
Paul Santos and Anne Stuart P'14
Alan and Emily Sarver P'13
Arthur Sass and Tanya Kuritz P'10
George Sass '10
Colby D.J. Sato '14
Steve (Olin College) and Lisa Schiffman
Len (President's Council) and Phyllis Schlesinger
Allison Schmidt '07
Thomas Schneider and Kellie Jacobs P'15
Joe and Gayle Scholl P'08
Michael and Wyn Schuh P'12
Karl Schults '11
Roy and Sarah Schutzengel P'13
Robert and Rosemary Schwalbenberg P'06
Samuel and Denise Schwartz P'09
Sylvia Schwartz '09
Kathleen Scully P'15
Polina Segalova '06
Simone Sequeira '08
Albert Setjoadi '11
Sukrisnanto Setjoadi and Muljani Lais P'11
Bruce Shackleton and Liz Fineberg P'13
Angela Sharer '09
Ilari Shafer '10
Eli Sheldon '11
Eric and Karen Sheldon P'11
Sean Shi '11
Brian Shih '07
Kevin Sihanick '09
Mark and Susan Sihanick P'09
Carolyn Simon P'12
Alex and Wendy Simonovich P'12
Ajay and Rachana Singal P'12
Rosanne Singer P'14
Lara (Clark) Siopoulos '07
Mike Siripong '07
Michele and Michael Skikne P'15
Ben Small '10
Janet Smith P'13
Tim Smith '09
Mark Somerville (Olin College)
Daniel Sotingco '10
Charles and Bonnie Spies P'15
Don Spong and Janet Swift P'11
Jim and Sandy Sproch P'13
Steve and Clare St. Onge P'13
Sylvie '07 and Scott Stacy
Kaelyn Stadtmueller '11
Krystin Stafford '06
Steven and Katherine Stafford P'06
Dave Stamp '10
Robert and Vicki Stamp P'10
Jeff Stanton '10
Philip and Lauren Stark P'12
Adrienne Stefan P'10
Lynn Andrea Stein (Olin College) and Richard Melnick
Kathleen Stephens P'09
Beth Sterling '08
Brian and Eileen Sterling P'08
Fred and Bonnie Stiffler
Julie (Connelly) Stockton '06
Chris Stone '08
Joe and Betsy Stone P'08
Alison (Lee) Streiff '07
Andrea Striz '09
Sue Strobel P'14
Gregg and Linda Strohkop P'14
Rachel Strubhar-Masick '11
Laura Stupin '07
Katie Sullivan '11
Steven and Audrey Sullivan P'11, P'13
Yaling Qian and Yude Sun P'12
Yifan Sun '10
Hadi and Sylvia Sutantio P'15
Tom and Christina Swartz P'12
Marc Sweetgall '10
Roy Sweetgall and Margaret Dziezanowski P'10
Kate Swift-Spong '11
Robert Switzer and Judith Tansca P'10
Lauren Taaffe (Olin College) and Jerome Hajjar
Carl Tappan '11
Igor and Aleksandra Taratutin P'12
Andrew and Jennifer Taylor P'11
Mike Taylor '10
Mikell Taylor '06

Shannon Taylor '11
Timothy and Ann Taylor P'06
Hermes Taylor-Weiner '10
John and Kim Terracciano P'11
Katherine Terracciano '11
Bonnie (Charles) Tesch '09
John and Debra Tesch P'07
Matt Tesch '07
Claude and Terry Thomas
Sabrina Thompson '11
Scott Thomson '12
John and Cynthia Threlkeld P'13
S. Raymond Ting and W. Elsa Chan-Ting P'13
Kevin Tostado '06
Emily Towers '12
Laszlo and Shelley Trazkovich P'10
Janet Tsai '06
Li and Yi-Show Tsai P'06
Andrew Tsang '09
Avi Uttamchandani '10
Jean VanWyk
Frederic and Melanie Varin P'14
Nasser and Sholeh Vaziri P'13
Marlene Veldwisch P'08
Tiana Veldwisch '08
Meena Vembusubramanian '08
Sabin Vidolov and Pavlina Vidolova '13
Karl and Kathy von Reden P'09
Ash Walker '09
Betty Walker P'09
Elizabeth Walsh P'06
Thomas Ward and Luisa Utset-Ward P'15
Mark and Mary Beth Warner P'15
Sarah Waskom '11
John Watson '11
William and Deborah Watson P'11
Suzie Weaver P'14
Dan and Esther Wee P'14
Allison Weis '09
Lorraine Weis '11
Thomas and Gaythia Weis P'09, P'11

Jacob West '11
Brad Westgate '08
Brad and Betsy Westgate P'08
Daniel Westman and Alison Carlson P'14
Stephen Westwood '08
Cody Wheeland '07
Sara (Marshall) Wheeland '07
Alex Wheeler '07
James Whong '09
Dariusz and Anna Wieczorek P'06
Jerzy Wieczorek '06
Chris and Melinda Willis P'15
Abbey Swank Wing '07 and Dustin Wing
Amy Wismer P'15
James and JJ Wismer P'15
Nik Wittenstein '09
Barry Wohl and Dara Cohen
Stefan Wolpert '10
John and Lena Wong P'08
Justin Wong '08
Matt Wootton '09
William and Natalie Wright
Ann Wu '11
Hanxin Wu and Yunfang Yu P'15
Kuo-Ming Wu and Pei-Ying Cheng P'14
Michael Wu '07
David Wurtz '07
Jeffrey and Denise Wurtz P'07
Stephen and Beverly Wyse P'15
Will Yarak '09
Zhigang Yi and Yipeng Zou P'15
Ray Young '08
Melissa Yu '10
Frank and Tracy Zhang P'12
Lin Zheng and Pengcheng Chen P'15
Zhi Zhou P'14
Jason Zhu '14
Xy Ziemba '12
Daniel and Mercedes Ziemba P'12
Sarah Zimmerman '11
Sarah Zimmermann '10
Corporations and Foundations

Includes gifts from corporations, matching gift companies, and foundations

Anonymous
Adobe Systems Incorporated
Advanced Micro Devices
Aetna Foundation
Albert Shapiro Fund, Inc.
Apple Matching Gifts Program
ARAMARK Corporation
Argosy Foundation
AT&T Foundation
Autodesk, Inc.
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Bank of the West
Barrett Technology Inc.
Boeing
Boeing Gift Match Program
Bose Corporation
Chevron Humankind Matching Gift
CIT Group Inc.
Combined Jewish Philanthropies
Continuum
Davis Educational Foundation
Delta Airlines Foundation
Digitas LLC
Dow Chemical Company Foundation
DS Solidworks Corporation
Ernst & Young Foundation Matching Gifts

Program
Erzinger Realty Management CO.
ExxonMobil Foundation
George Link Jr. Foundation
Goodrich Foundation
Google Matching Gifts Program
Harris Foundation
Henry Luce Foundation
IBM International Foundation
Image Tech Specialists Inc.
Integrity Applications Inc.
Intel Foundation
JustGive
Kuraray America, Inc.
Macdiarmid Machine Corporation
Martelaro Insurance Services
MetroWest Community Health Care
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Ministry of Higher Education
More Industries LLC
Mortgage Capital Partners, Inc.
National Collegiate Inventors & Innovators Alliance
Network for Good
North Hill Needham Inc.
North Hill Residents Association
NorthStar Advisors LLC
Oracle Matching Gifts Program
Pacific First Financial Real Estate
Perelson Weiner LLP
Pivotal Labs
PTC
R & S Associates
Raytheon Matching Gifts Program
Sanofi-Aventis
Schwab Charitable Fund
State Farm Company Foundation
Synopsis Philanthropic Matching Gifts Program
The Fund for Boston Neighborhoods
TopCoder
Tyco Matching Gift Program

SCOPE: AGCO Team, Spring 2012
Alumni Giving
* Indicates alumni who have earned First Decade Phoenix Society membership by giving annually at the following levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-graduation Year</th>
<th>Donation</th>
<th>Post-graduation Year</th>
<th>Donation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$300</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$1,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (Reunion Year)</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>10 (Reunion Year)</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class of 2006
In honor of their five-year reunion, the Class of 2006 increased their giving by almost 200%.

Anonymous
Joles Arnold '06
Katerina Blazek '06
Benjamin Bloom '06*
Sara (Schwalbenberg) Bloom '06*
Luis Diego Cabezas '06
Etosha Cave '06
Tommy Cecil '06*
Jon Chambers '06*
Clara Cho '06
Will Clayton '06
Amanda (Blackwood) Clement '06
Michael Crayton '06
Kate Cummings '06
Michael Curtis '06
Cheryl (Inouye) Danner '06
Ben Donaldson '06
Jesus Fernandez '06
Mike Foss '06
Jay Gantz '06
Dylan '06 and Kate Garrett '06
Ann Marie (Rynning) Getchius '06
Jacob Graham '06*
Seth Helsley '06
Matt Hill '06
Nicole Hori '06
Adam Horton '06
Grant Hutchins '06*
Leighton Ige '06
Kathy King '06
Tom Kochem '06
James Krejcarek '06
Steve Krumholz '06
Sarah Leavitt '06
Dan Lindquist '06
Kim McCraw '06
Erin McCusker '06*
Sean Munson '06
Chris Murphy '06 (Olin College)*
Susan (Fredholm) Murphy '06 (Trustee)*
Que Anh Nguyen '06
Sarah Oliver '06
Bret Richmond '06
Kathryn Rivard '06
Jeff Satwicz '06*
Polina Segalova '06
Krystin Stafford '06
Julie (Connelly) Stockton '06
Mikell Taylor '06
Kevin Tostado '06
Janet Tsai '06
Jerzy Wieczorek '06
Joy (Poisel) Zola '06
Nick Zola '06

Class of 2007
Anonymous
Juliana Bernal Ostos '07 (Olin College)
Sarah Boman '07
Andrew Bouchard '07*
David Boy '07
Zach Brock '07
Matt Brouillard '07
Adam College '07
Matt Colyer '07
Madge Dodson '07*
Brendan Doms '07*
Kristen Dorsey '07
Alex Dorsk '07*
Chris Doyle '07
Lee Edwards '07
Daniel Foran '07
Dan Gallagher '07*
Eric Gallimore '07
Jeffrey Dubin Glickman '07*
Lindsay Gordon '07
Tim Hanna '07
Simon Helmore '07*
Ben Hill '07*
Andrew Hollett '07*
Jo Itescu '07*
George Jemmott '07
Kat Kim '07*
Charleen Laughlin '07
Christie Lee '07
Dan Lin '07*
Chandra Little '07*
Robin Maslowski '07*
Sean McBride '07
Carmella McCormack '07*
Yrinee Michaelidis '07
Catherine E. Murphie Hall '07*
Lilly (Cho) Nix '07*
Rob Nix '07*
Mark Penner '07
Rob Quimby '07*
Dan Rice '07
Allison Schmidt '07
Brian Shih '07
Lara (Clark) Siopis '07
Mike Siripong '07*
Sylvie '07 and Scott Stacy
Alison (Lee) Streiff '07
Laura Stupin '07
Matt Tesch '07*
Cody Wheeland '07*
Sara (Marshall) Wheeland '07*
Alex Wheeler '07
Abbey Swank Wing '07
Michael Wu '07
David Wurtz '07

Class of 2008
Anonymous
Matt Aasted '08
Zachary Borden '08
Kristina Cary '08
Jonathan Cass '08
Ginneh Cornelius '08
Jeff DeCew '08
Chris Dellin '08
Jeff Dezso '08
Matt Donahoe '08*
Nancy Doremus '08
Conor Frackleton '08*
Sam Freilich '08*
Jared Frey '08
Becky (Scholl) Hayden '08*
Ben Hayden '08*
Nick Hays '08
Ryan Hubbard '08
Ruth Hunter '08
Anne Itsuno '08
Andy Kal cic '08
Margaret (McCahon) Kalcic '08
Eugene Kozlenko '08
Lindsay (Redmond) Krejcarek '08
Amy Lee '08
Karen Levi '08
Kerin O'Toole '08
Katie Peters '08

Class of 2009
Anonymous
Kelcy Adamec '09
Michael Boutelle '09
Kevin Bretney '09
Julia Buck '09
Sean Calvo '09
Bennett Chabot '09
Herbert Chang '09
Daniel Cody '09
Matt Crawford '09
Molly Crowther '09
Boris Dieseldorff '09
Jessica Donahoe '09*
Eamon Doyle '09
Michael Ducker '09*
David Gebhart '09
Lauren Glanville '09
Jef Gluckstein '09
Caitlin Greeley '09
Stephani Gulbrandsen '09*
Joe Holler '09
Leif Jentoft '09
Ana Karimi '09
Katie Kavett '09
Joe Kendall '09*
Vivian Lee '09

Class of 2010
Anonymous
Sarah Allen '10
Spencer Backus '10*
Martina Balestra '10
Ashley Banks '10
Jared Barrow '10
Becky Belisle '10
Erika Boeing '10
Morgan Boes '10
Casey Canfield '10*
Ellen Chisa '10*
Pam Darvirris '10
William Dvorak '10
Amy Dyer '10
Leah Engelbert-Fenton '10
Eric Erzinger '10
Ben Fisher '10
Joe Funke '10
Amy Gao '10

Hector Lefbad '09
Jessie Lin '09
Scott McClure '09
David Nelson '09
Saki Pradhan '09
Andrew Price '09
Matt Roy '09
Sylvia Schwartz '09
Angela Sharer '09
Kevin Sihlanick '09
Tim Smith '09
Andrea Striz '09
Bonnie (Charles) Tesch '09*
Andrew Tsang '09*
Ash Walker '09
Allison Weis '09
James Whong '09
Nik Wittenstein '09
Matt Wootton '09
Will Yarak '09*
Twenty-seven Olin Alumni & Family Summer Parties happened throughout the country in 2011 including this one in Littleton, MA hosted by the Firstenbergs, P'08, P'11.

Class of 2011
Anonymous (5)
Stan Antol '11
James Bauer '11
Maia Bittner '11
Annie Bowlby '11
Edward Byun '11
Raphael Cherney '11
Philip Chung '11
Velin Dimitrov '11
Phil Dirkse '11
Dani Dougherty '11
Tess Edmonds '11
Megan Elsenbeck '11
Jake Felser '11
Laura Elizabeth Firstenberg '11
David Gardner '11*
Jay Gorasia '11*
Dan Grieneisen '11
Ollie Haas '11
John Harley '11
Ryan Harris '11
John Higgins '11
Nick Hobbs '11
Jeff Hwang '11
Jacob Izrailevitz '11*
Nitin Kapania '11
Adam Kenvarg '11
Andrea Lai '11
Carisa Leal '11
Alyssa Levitz '11*
Yiyang Li '11
Mikey Lintz '11*
Claire McLeod '11
Leah Mendelson '11
Jacob Miller '11
Marco Morales '11
Mike Murphy '12
Rachel Nancollas '11
Christina Nguyen '11
Keerthik Omanakuttan '11
Nick Payton '11*
Andy Pethan '11
Christina Powell '11
Jonathan Reed '11
John Rosenwinkel '11
Karl Schults '11
Albert Setjoadi '11*
Eli Sheldon '11
Sean Shi '11
Kaelyn Stadtmueller '11
Rachel Strubhar-Masick '11
Katie Sullivan '11*
Kate Swift-Spong '11
Shannon Taylor '11
Katherine Terracciano '11
Sabrina Thompson '11
Sarah Waskom '11
John Watson '11
Lorraine Weis '11
Jacob West '11
Ann Wu '11
Sarah Zimmerman '11
Luke Zinnen '11
Current and Alumni Parent Donors

Anonymous
Anonymous P’15
Eric and Erin Aasted P’08
Sandy Adkins P’15
Ashok and Veena Aletty P’14
Edward and Jennifer Alvarado P’12
David and Martha Anderson P’08
Keith Andree and Lynne Levesque-Andree P’12
Rod and Cathy Arakaki P’14
Chris and Bev Atkinson P’12
Dawn Austin P’15
Ned and Carol Backus P’10
Peter and Erin Badala P’07
Luca and Wendi Balestra P’10, P’12
Charles Bassford and Yen Pham-Bassford P’15
Jim Bathgate P’12
Mona and Rodger Bawgus P’15
Eric and Kerry Becht P’13
Ron Behling and Fina Racciuca-Behling P’14
Miguel Bejar and Lucia Martinez-Bejar P’12
Kris Belland and Pamela Durham-Belland P’13
Carl and Barbara Bender P’15
Olver and Nancy Bernal P’07
John Bethune and Cheryl Spector P’13
Michael Biesanz and Jodi Walder-Biesanz P’13
Rob Biniaz and Lucy Hood P’13
Neal Bittner P’11
Tom and Hana Blazek P’06
Ritch and Rochelle Bloom P’06
Steve and Wendy Boortz P’15
Mark and Celeste Borchardt P’08
Laurie Bouchard P’07
Lee and Valynn Boy P’07, P’15
Rick and Eileen Breseman P’13
Joe and Tracey Brookshier P’14
John Buchenar and Jane Hogan P’14
Charles and Era Buck P’09

Harry and Maxine Crowther P’09
Marc Culler and Bonnie Saunders P’12
Leigh and Sandy Cummings P’06
Keith and Bert Curtis P’12
Donald Davis P’15
Alan and Judi DeCew P’08
Michael and Gail del Rosario P’14, P’16
Phil Delling and Danielle Bellavance P’08
Terry LeMoncheck and Weston DeWalt P’08
Donald and Sun Dieker P’07
Khacung and Duydat Do P’14
Steve and Paula Donahoe P’08
Fred and Linda Donaldson P’06
Tim and Susan Donlon P’14
Allan and Patty Doyle P’07, P’15
John and Mary Doyle P’09
Risa Dubin and Joe Heaney P’07
Thomas and Suzanne Ducker P’09
Robert Duncan and Elizabeth Allison P’15
J P and Andrea Dunn P’13
Natividad Dupaya P’06
Bob and Diane Dvorak P’10
Wayne and Joan Dyer P’10
Bernd Dziallas and Cornelia Krock-Dziallas P’14
Samuel and Robin Edelston P’15
Rob and Bridget Edmonds P’11
Mike Egtebas P’15
Julie Elkan P’15
Jay Ellwanger and Melanie Durland P’08
Jim and Michelle Elsebeck P’11
Sue and Ira Emanuel P’13
Michael and Kathryn Engelbert-Fenton P’10
Kim Erzinger P’10
Joe and Theresa Eyre P’15
Greg and Linda Fahrenbach P’10
John and Linda Farison P’13
Larry Felser and Martha Goelzer P’11
Mark and Elizabeth Firstenberg P’08, P’11
Mark and Lorrie Fisher P’10
Bill and Chris Fitzpatrick P’14
Sherry and Mitchell Fogel P’15

Families enjoy the Fire Arts Club performance of Innovation Illumination during Family Weekend 2011

Mark Burger P’14
Craig and Terry Butcher P’09
Mark and Diane Butler P’15
Kip and Caryn Canfield P’10
Paul and Barbara Carmellette P’13
Aline Cavalcanti P’09
Keo Cavalcanti P’09
Charles and Susan Cave P’06
Clemens and Gudrun Ceipek P’14
Daniel and Corinne Chabot P’09
Michael and Bo-Yung Chae P’15
Glen and Malinda Chapman P’14
Robert and Melodie Charles P’09
George Chisa and Lizabeth Barclay P’10
Pong and Jane Chung P’11
Warren and Rebecca Clark P’07
Mary Clayton P’06
Thorton and Ruth Cody P’09
Michael and Jennifer Coleman P’15
Dennis and Lori College P’07
Melissa Collier P’08
Steven and Sue Colyer P’07
Bob and Linda Condon P’13
Wayne and Suzanne Crawford P’09
Wayne Crayton and Marian Lilley P’06

15
Paul and Irene Fong P'15  
Jack and Regina Foran P'07  
Stephen Frackleton P'08  
Nancy Fredholm P'06  
Matthew Fried and Millie Waldman P'15  
Thomas and Barbara Funke P'10  
Geoffrey and Lisa Furnish P'14  
Anita Gallagher P'15  
Owen Gallagher and Karen Deiber-Gallagher P'07  
Dominic and Naoe Gallello P'12  
Bruce and Mary Gantz P'06  
Johnway and Tracy Gao P'10  
Lloyd Gardner P'11  
Winn and Sue Gaynor P'13  
Phil and Naomi Getto P'12, P'15  
Kevin and Marlene Getzendanner P'10  
Eileen Ginty P'07  
Dean Giolando and Kristin Kirschbaum P'14  
Mark and Barbara Glanville P'09  
Margaret Goddard P'13, P'15  
Alfred and Candee Gonzalez P'10  
Mario Gonzalez and Pat Rivero De Gonzalez P'15  
Maury and Sharon Goodman P'06  
John and Jennifer Graham P'06  
Gabriel and Kathleen Greeley P'09, P'11  
Bob and Mary Greeley P'09  
Barry Greenberg and Zoe Friedlander P'13  
Steven and Dori Grimshaw P'15  
Kenneth and Jennifer Grossman P'13  
Zhiyong Guan and Chunhui Hu P'14  
James and Cathy Guertin P'14  
Richard and Nanci Gulbranssen P'09  
Kenneth and Jane Gutcher P'12  
Linley Gnennap and Myu Campbell P'15  
Patricia Hafford P'07  
Jim Hallock and Lauren Kahn P'15  
Edith Harari P'15  
John and Terry Harley P'11  
Jon and Reija Helmick P'14  
William and Denys Herrmann P'09  
Scott and Brenda Higgins P'12  
Dave and Lisa Hill P'07  
David and Linda Hill P'06  
Michael Hill and Debra Mumm-Hill P'13  
Steve and Jana Hill P'13  
Tom Hobbs P'11  
Joseph and Theresa Holler P'09  
Donald and Lisa Holzgrafe P'15  
Philip and Susan Homans P'15  
Clive and Julie Hooton P'14  
Arthur and Gayle Hori P'06  
Mary Horsey P'15  
Mandy Horton Walker P'07  
Shao and Biying Huang P'13  
Chuck and Carolyn Hughes P'14  
Johnny and Wendy Hwang P'10, P'14  
Jordan and Fern Ige P'06  
Carl Inman and Pauline Arredondo P'10  
Susan Inouye P'06  
Maurice and Shizue Itsuno P'08  
Ramesh and Jana Iyer P'12  
David and Terry Izrailevitz P'11  
Emily Jacobs P'06  
Stephen Jaffe and Gail Myers Jaffe P'12  
Keith and Carla Jentoft P'06  
Barry and Colleen Jones P'13  
Philip Joyce and Rita Hilton P'15  
Brian and Lynn Kalic P'08  
Hamid and Mary Karimi P'09  
Tony Karis and Gail Delano  
Anita Karst P'07, P'13  
Mike and Belinda Karst P'07, P'13  
Paul and Kelly Kautz P'13  
Michael Keene and Mary Jane Pennington P'10  
Madhav Kejriwal and Aparna Kejriwal P'12  
Jerry Kendall and Jan Phillips P'09  
Patrick Kennedy P'11  
Keith and Laura Kessler P'15  
Ralph and Karen King P'06  
Barry and Heidi Kirschner P'13  
Dan Kiser and Marcia Woodfill P'10  
Jim and Carole Kitchell P'14  
Bob and Chris Kochem P'06  
Yanghee Koh P'13  
David Kolker and Lynn Borton P'13  
Neil Korpusik and Margaret Barrett P'13  
Rajeev and Sheila Krishnan P'13  
Alan and Robin Krumholz P'06  
Ken and Mei Lai P'11  
Michael and Amy Lam P'11  
Bruce and Mary-Anne Lamar P'12  
Carl and Leslie Landey P'13  
Clifford and Myra Lau P'14  
Craig and Penni Lee P'10  
Kevin Lee and Wendy Pan P'15  
Matt Lee and Susan Smith P'10  
Sang-Sub Lee and Angie Chon-Lee P'15  
Victor and Amy Lee P'07  
Gary and Randi Levitz P'11  
Quan-Zhen Li and Mei Yan P'13  
Roy and Diane Lindquist P'06  
David (President's Council) and Carol Lintz P'11, P'15  
Robert Little and Zena Taylor P'07, P'14  
Louis Liu and Joy Bai P'12  
Stephen and Charlotte Longfield P'09  
Jianyu Ma and Yun Chu P'10  
Hugh and Cristina Mahon P'15  
Jonathan and Carol Mamula P'15  
Bill and Lisa Mark P'14  
Ray and Pam Marra P'10, P'12  
Sam and Sheila Martelaro P'12  
RJ and Mary Mathew P'13, P'15  
Scott and Debbie Mattison P'12  
Kevin and Shelley McBride P'07  
Jay and Lesley McCandless P'12  
Laura McClure P'14  
John and Ruth McCormack P'07  
Tom and Jessica McCorm P'06  
Mitch McKay P'13  
Mike McKinney and Brenda Frankenfeld P'14  
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Volunteer Recognition
Volunteering from July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012

Olin is deeply grateful for our many volunteers and the vital roles they play in the success of the College. Leading on our strategic plan, helping out on our caller programs, hosting summer parties for incoming students, planning reunion and other events around the country are just a few of the many areas that our Olin family members help make Olin great. Below is a list of our volunteers from fiscal year 2012. Although it is impossible to list every volunteer in their respective roles, please know that each and every one of you is deeply appreciated for your time, talent, and labor on behalf of Olin. Thank you for all you do!

Board of Trustees
Elizabeth G. Armstrong
George R. Berbeco
Tullio Cedraschi
Sunlin Chou
Tamara P. Davis
Sherwin Greenblatt
Carla L. Gude
Paul C. Jennings
R. Douglas Kahn
Robert N. McBurney
Lawrence W. Milas
Richard K. Miller
Susan (Fredholm) Murphy ’06
William B. Norden, Chairman
Douglas G. Rauch
Howard H. Stevenson
Kenneth R. Stokes P’12

Daniel and Mercedes Ziembra P’12
Dan and Cheryl Zinnen P’11
Stuart and Char Zola P’06
William Zwiebel and Margy Batson P’12

Reunion Weekend 2011: Professor Joanne Pratt enjoys catching up with Amanda (Blackwood) Clement ’06, Krystin Stafford ’06, Will Clayton, ’06 and Dean Dieker ’07

Roy Sweetgall and Margaret Dziezanowski P’10
Robert Switzer and Judith Tansca P’10
Dan and Kathy Tappan P’11, P’15
Igor and Aleksandra Taratutin P’12
Andrew and Jennifer Taylor P’11
Kevin Taylor and Ruth Meneses-Taylor P’14
Timothy and Ann Taylor P’06
John and Kim Terraciano P’11
John and Debra Tesch P’07
Ian and Salome Thompson P’11
Andrew and Carol Thomson P’12
John and Cynthia Threlkeld P’13
S. Raymond Ting and W. Elsa Chan-Ting P’13
Laszlo and Shelley Trazkovich P’10
Li and Yi-Show Tsai P’06
Solomon Tsai and Karen Lu P’16
Frederic and Melanie Varin P’14
Nasser and Shohe Vaziri P’13
Marlene Veldwisch P’08
Sabin Vidolov and Pavlina Vidolova P’13
Karl and Kathy von Reden P’09
Betty Walker P’09
Elizabeth Walsh P’06
Thomas Ward and Luisa Utset-Ward P’15
Mark and Mary Beth Warner P’15
William and Deborah Watson P’11
Suzie Weaver P’14
Dan and Esther Wee P’14
Thomas and Gaythia Weis P’09, P’11
Brad and Betsy Westgate P’08
Daniel Westman and Alison Carlson P’14
Bob Whitcombe and Julie Leong P’13
Dariusz and Anna Wieczorek P’06
Chris and Melinda Willis P’15
Amy Wismer P’15
James and JJ Wismer P’15
Fred and Ann Wolpert P’10
John and Lena Wong P’08
Hanxin Wu and Yunfang Yu P’15
Kuo-Ming Wu and Pei-Ying Cheng P’14
Jeffrey and Denise Wurtz P’07
Stephen and Beverly Wyse P’15
Zhigang Yi and Yipeng Zou P’15
Stephen and Mei Yu P’10
Lipin Zeng and Karin Huang P’15
Frank and Tracy Zhang P’12
Lin Zheng and Pengcheng Chen P’15
Zhi Zhou P’14
Trustees Emeriti
William R. Cotter
C. Scott Gibson
William F. Glavin
John W. Prados

President’s Council
John E. Abele
James E. Ashton
Mara G. Aspinall
Joseph G. Astroth, Jr.
Atul Bhatnagar
Kim Bottomly
Marshall N. Carter
Barry L. Cox
James C. Curvey
James J. Duderstadt
Charles Fadel
Woodie Flowers
Domenico Grasso
George N. Hatsopoulos
Douglas A. Hunt
Wayne C. Johnson
Lois Juliber
Linda P.B. Katehi
Kinam Kim
Charles R. Lax
David S. Lintz ’11, ’15
Margaret Loebel
Cherry A. Murray
Mark Papermaster
Sung Park
Naimish Patel
James D. Plummer
John William Poduska, Sr.
Elizabeth P. Powell
Melvin R. Ramey
Mark E. Russell
Mitch Sayare
Leonard A. Schlesinger
Eileen Shapiro

Ralph Sheridan
Ralph Z. Sorenson
Nicole M. Stata
Gregs G. Thomopoulos
Mehmet Toner
John J. Tracy
Tony Wagner
Ian Waitz
Ronald G. Weiner
Lilian Wu
William A. Wulf

Spring 2012 Alumni Social with Yrinee Michaelidis ’07, Meghan Murray ’12, and Erin McCusker ’06

Olin Alumni Council
Juliana Bernal Ostos ’07
Kate Blazek ’06
Annie Bowbay ’11
Will Clayton ’06
Jessica Donahoe ’09, Secretary
Eamon Doyle ’09
Eric Erzinger ’10
Jeffrey Dubin Glickman ’07
Nick Hays ’08
Kat Kim ’07
Alyssa Levitz ’11
Erin McCusker ’06, OAC President
Yrinee Michaelidis ’07
Katie Miller ’10
Susan (Fredholm) Murphy ’06

Jessi Murray ’10
Anthony Roldan ’08
Polina Segalova ’06
Kevin Tostado ’06, Treasurer
Tiana Veldwisch ’08

Other Alumni Volunteers
Kelcy Adamec ’09
Andy Barry ’10
Becky Belisle ’10
Sara Boman ’07
Andrew Bouchard ’07
David Boy ’07
Ali (Badala) Brown ’07
Tommy Cecil ’06
Mel Chua ’07
Matt Colyer ’07
Matt Crawford ’09
Matt Donahoe ’08
Bill Dvorak ’10
Andrew Fabian ’12
Laura Firstenberg ’11
Maria Firstenberg ’08
Andy Getzendanner ’10
Lindsay Gordon ’07
John Harley ’11
Jacob Izraelievitz ’11
George Jemmott ’07
Adam Kenvarg ’11
Jillian Kiser ’10
Steve Krumholz ’06
Karen Levi ’08
Dan Lin ’07
Ike Mao ’10
Molly McCormack ’07
Leah Mendelson ’11
Marco Morales ’11
David Nelson ’09
Andy Pethan ’11
Christina Powell ’11
Brad Powers ’10
Susan Homans P’15
Colleen Jones P’13
Linda Louie P’14
Ray Marra P’10, P’12
Debbie Mattison P’12
Michelle Boglows P’13, Secretary/Treasurer
Paul Santos P’14
Ken Stokes P’12, Chair
Marti Zavala P’13

Other Parent Volunteers
Rachel Adamec P’09
Curtis Ritter and Cory Amron P’15
Cathy Arakaki P’14
Pauline Arredondo P’10
Beverly and Chris Atkinson P’12
Judy Baca P’10, P’12
Erin Badala P’07
Margy Batson P’12
Kerry Becht P’13
Sharon Bobbins P’13
Mary Ann Boes P’10
Wendy and Steve Boortz P’15
Lynn Borton and David Kolker P’13
Barbara Boutelle P’09
Valynn and Lee Boy P’07, P’15
Lisa Brown P’12
Era Buck P’08
David and Linda Cass P’08
Isabelle Cherney P’11
Po-Chuan Chow and Yun-Hsiang Huang P’15
Ken Chua P’07
Ruth Cody P’09
Jennifer Coleman P’15
Lori College P’07
Darlene and Tom Connelly P’06
Suzanne and Wayne Crawford P’09
Geoffrey Crenshaw P’14
Carolyn Thomas-Davidoff and Gary Davidoff
P’12
Don Dieker P’07

Mary and John Doyle P’09
Patty Doyle P’07, P’15
Risa Dubin P’07
Suzanne Ducker P’09
Robert and Elizabeth Duncan P’15
Diane and Bob Dvorak P’10
Robin and Sam Edelston P’15
Rob Edmonds P’11
Jim and Michelle Eisenbeck P’11
Sue and Ira Emanuel P’13
Caryn Fabian P’12
Linda Fahrenbach P’10
Liz Fineber P’13
Elizabeth and Mark Firstenberg P’08, P’11
Sherry and Mitch Fogel P’15
Carol Foote P’09
Susan and Winn Gaynor P’13
Daniel Gluckstein P’09
Alred and Candee Gonzalez P’10
Gabe and Kathy Greeley P’09, P’11
Mary Greeley P’09
Steve Grimshaw P’15
Siddeswar and Aruna Gubba P’13
SuEllen Hamkins P’11
Edith Harari P’15
Mary and Tom Haverstock P’14
Thomas and Cindy Hayden P’08
Penny and Nick Helmore P’07
Fred and Julie Helsley P’06
Scott and Brenda Higgins P’12
Cathy Hollen P’09
Don and Lisa Holzgrafe P’15
Philip Homans P’15
Julie Hooton P’13
Terry Izraelievitz P’11
Barry Jones P’13
Mike Jorgensen and Jody Yoxsimer P’15
Lynn Kalcic P’08
Aparna and Madhav Kejriwal P’12
Sheila and Rajeev Krishnan P’13
Dan Kiser and Marcia Woodfill P’10

PAB Members and Krissy Raposa, Director of Family
and Alumni Relations

Parent Advisory Board
Rodger Bawgus P’15
Eric Becht P’13, Chair-elect
Kathy Brosnan P’09, P’12
Mark Burger P’14
Brenda Campbell P’14
Michael Coleman P’15
Bert Curtis P’12
Dori Grimshaw P’15
Patricia (Trish) Hafford P’07
Carole and Jim Kitchell P'14
Chris Kochem P'06
Patricia Kribbs P'09
Elissa Yanover and David Kroop P'15
Mary Anne Lamar P'12
Shelley Lamontagne P'11
Jaynie and J Leavitt P'06
Beverly Lee P'07
Penni Lee P'10
Terry LeMoncheck P'08
Gary and Randi Levitz P'11
Zugang Li P'11
David and Carol Lintz P'11, P'15
Zena and Robert Little P'14, P'07
Chip Louie P'14
Cristina and Hugh Mahon P'15
Jon and Carol Mamula P'15
Lisa and Bill Mark P'14
Pam Marra P'10, P'12
Sam Martelaro P'12
Lisa McCready P'10
Mary Ann Bernat and Bill McMullen P'13
Michael Metz and Denise Shekerjian P'15
Dominique Miller P'15
Cathy Monahan P'14
Beverly and Peter Munsing P'08
Beth Munson P'06, P'09
Barbara Murphy P'06
John Murphy P'09, P'12
Irene and Peter Muturi P'15
Connie Newell P'10
Jane and John O'Toole P'15
Hali Paul P'07
Jeff and Jennifer Powers P'10
Kathy Price P'09
Jim Provo P'08
Jean and Ron Pudlo P'15
Fina Raccuia-Behling P'14
George Raymond and Lynette West-Raymond P'13
Jan Redfern P'15
Curt Ritter and Cory Amron P'15
Jane Rosenwinkel P'11
Anne Stuart P'14
Greg and Faith Sato P'14
Barbara Schepers and Garry Hanna P'07
Gayle and Joe Scholl P'08
Sheila and Carl Seger P'13
Mark and Susan Sihlanick P'09
Carolyn and Jim Simpson P'15
Jackie Smith P'07
Kristi Sorsa P'10
Charlie and Bonnie Spies P'15
Diane Stadtmueller P'09, P'11
Linda Stanton P'10
Eileen and Brian Sterling P'08
Dana Simpson-Stokes P'12
Charles and Lynnette Suckow P'07
Audrey and Steven Sullivan P'11, P'13
Sylvia and Hadi Sutantio P'15
Janet Swift and Dong Spong P'11
Zena Taylor P'07, P'14
Emanuel Towns, Esq. P'10
Laszlo and Shelley Trazkovich P'10
Deb Van Schaack P'11
Fred and Melanie Varin P'14
Marlene Veldwisch P'08
Karl von Reden P'09
Jodi and Michael Walder-Biesanz P'13
Monette and Cheng Wang P'11
Weide and Hua Wang P'12
Anni Waskom P'11
Dart West P'11
Betsy Westgate P'08
Chris and Melinda Willis P'15
Jim and JJ Wismer P'15
Stephan and Beverly Wyse P'15
Margaret and Bill Yarak P'09
Frank and Tracy Yarak P'12

SCOPE Volunteers
Garland O’Connell
Rakesh Pandey
David Stickler
Wego Wang

We tried to remember all of our wonderful volunteers, but please accept our apology if we failed to include you in our volunteer listing.

Thank you all for your continued support of Olin!

Thank you to each and every one of our faculty and staff members who keep pushing the College to reach new heights!

Special thanks to Michael Maloney, our photographer, for capturing all of our Olin moments.

For our complete Impact Report, please visit: www.olin.edu/giving/DonorSite2012/